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Teamwork, Book 1, Revised & Expanded Edition 

The hope is that more and more people with disabilities will realize that they can share the companionship and

joy of owning a dog,

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and AvailabilityYou will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.The hope is that more and more people with disabilities will realize that they can share the companionship and joy of owning a dog, and with a little work and

dedication, they can learn how to make that dog a better behaved friend and companion. They don't have to rely on someone else to do it for them, they don't have to

forego the pleasure of canine company. It is all within their grasp. The end result of Teamwork is TEAM-a person and dog who understand one another and bond

strongly together. TEAMWORK concentrates on understanding your dog and learning to teach basic obedience exercises, such as sit, down, come and heel. Each

exercise is explained clearly, step by step, and includes tips for people on crutches, in manual wheelchairs or power chairs. Praise and food reward are explained and

emphasized. Equipment is discussed so that the novice trainer will have a better idea of what's available.About the AuthorLydia Kelley has been a professional trainer

for 25+ years. She is the Training Director for TOP DOG, a non-profit service dog program that teaches disabled individuals how to train their own service

dogs.Stew Nordensson (1937-1999)was severly handicapped with Cerebral Palsy but still became expert at dog training and canine behavior. Stew trained more than

50 service dogs throughout his life and obtained numerous obedience degrees with his furry companions. 
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